
simply distribute.



$8,000,483.00

It is the heart of this organization 
to, quite simply, distribute assets 

that change our world.

$496,000.00

Distributions to date:

Distributions in 2020:



$496,000.00

About Simply Distribute

Since 2004, Simply Distribute Charitable Foundation 

has contributed millions of dollars to its designated 

supported organizations. The Foundation’s main mission 

is to receive, maintain and administer assets exclusively for 

the purpose of supporting medical, religious, scientific and 

educational activities throughout the world. Distributions are 

strongly influenced by specific projects. Gifts are intended to 

be project driven to hold recipients accountable for showing 

immediate social impact. The Foundation cares about the 

improvement of humanity and is concerned for human 

interest. As a supported org-charity, Simply Distribute remains 

unique and unprecedented; successful business men and 

women with a social conscious intending to enhance the lives 

of others.

Distributions in 2020:



H E A L I N G  C H A N G E S  E V E RY T H I N G

THEIR MISSION: HEALING THE SICK AND PROCLAIMING THE KINGDOM OF GOD

Today, ninety percent of people living in low- and middle-income countries 
(LMICs) around the world don’t have access to even basic surgical care. For 
those living with disabilities, accessing quality healthcare is even more difficult. 
This results in minor treatable disabilities becoming permanent, debilitating 
conditions. 

Starting with their first hospital in Kijabe, Kenya, they’ve focused on meeting 
the immediate needs of children with treatable disabilities like bowed legs, 
burn contractures, hydrocephalus, and other condition (both congenital and 
acquired), while also addressing long-term needs by creating sustainable 
programs to train local medical professionals in country. CURE hospitals and 
pediatric specialty programs currently operate in 15 countries around the 
world, providing charitable medical and surgical care to patients regardless of 
gender, ethnic background, and/or religious affiliation.



Over the last three years, Simply Distribute (SD) has focused on 
supporting CURE in four specific areas:

Cure Nuero

Clubfoot Surgeries

Neurosurgical Fellowship

CURE Nuero represents the training, treatment, research, and spiritual 
ministry CURE facilitates with its partners to help ensure children with 
neurological disabilities survive and thrive. Simply Distribute has focused on 
donations to facilitate surgeries for Hydrocephalus and Spina Bifida.

The Global Clubfoot Initiative (GCI) states that, one in every 806 children 
born worldwide will suffer from clubfoot, a condition that twists the foot 
downward and inward. 90% of children with this condition are born in LMICs 
like Ethiopia, where treatment is either unavailable or antiquated.

CURE recognizes the critical need to invest in training, developing, and 
equipping surgeons in order to elevate the quality and availability of expert 
care for children throughout each country where they serve. One way in 
which this accomplished is through a tremendous relationship with the 
University of Cape Town in South Africa.

Clean Water Supply for CURE Hospital
The municipal water supply at CURE Ethiopia Children’s Hospital (CECH) was 
erratic and unreliable, which negatively impacted the ability to provide care 
to patients and even led to canceled surgeries. Through SD, an engineering 
study was completed, water quality testing and monitoring was carried out, 
the water supply was upgraded and a filtration system was installed.



ICM’s strategy consists of working together with indigenous partners to build

“mother churches” and orphanages in each country. The strategy involves building

new churches and orphanages approximately 25 miles from one another. Each of

these “mother” churches and orphanages, in turn, commits to planting at least five

“daughter” congregations and orphanages nearby. ICM’s goal is to “blanket” each

nation with their projects. 

A HEALTHY CHURCH TRANSFORMS COMMUNITIES AND ENTIRE NATIONS

ICM also coordinates with other charitable organizations to ensure that 
communities can be transformed. Many times, organizations will not be able to 
bring aid to severely impoverished nations unless there is a secure building. ICM 
partners with these communities to build these buildings. 



Over the last three years, Simply Distribute (SD) has focused on 
supporting ICM through: 

Brazil is the fifth largest country in the world both in area and population. It has 
the sixth largest economy. Poverty remains high and crime rampant with Brazil 
having the third largest prison population in the world .Using the Mini Bible 
College (MBC) program, many prisoners have found a hope in Jesus. They listen 
to lessons and complete 14 workbooks, earning a certificate that helps their 
chances of release. The program has been successful in Brazil for the last few 
years and many prisons are now requesting the material. 

To date, 272 Brazilian radio stations have agreed to transmit MBC lessons 
on their stations. This means that 52 million listeners will receive the gospel, 
encouragement and hope across the country of Brazil.

Brazil Prison Ministry & Radio Broad Cast

The words of the Ethiopian to Philip in the book of Acts are echoed in China 
and other Asian countries: “Without someone to explain it to me, how can I 
understand?” One of our partners in China estimates that there is only one 
trained pastor for approximately every 60,000 Christians in China. If the gospel 
is to continue to spread in China, it is vital that Chinese pastors get the training 
they need to accurately teach the Bible and lead their churches.

Church Building & Pastoral Training in Asian Countries

CURE & ICM Partnership
ICM often partners with other organizations to efficiently effect positive change. 
SD supported a CURE/ICM partnership to supply the families that are treated 
in CURE hospitals with biblical materials they are then able to take back to their 
communities. 



Haggai carefully selects proven, credentialed leaders from Asia, Africa, Latin 
America, and the Middle East and train them to impact their world for Christ. Their 
training program – unique, powerful, and found nowhere else – gives existing 
leaders from developing nations the inspiration, the focus, and the sheer can-do to 
impact whatever world they influence, be it nation, city, neighborhood, company, 
non-governmental organization, or church.

The acquisition of essential skills and the practical, how-to solutions for 
communicating the Gospel allow these leaders to proclaim the Gospel boldly in 
complex, sometimes hostile environments. Together – as alumni, donors, faculty, 
volunteers and staff – they strive to give everyone on earth the chance to hear the 
Gospel – by word and action – in terms they can understand, by their own people 
who know their country, its culture and its people best.



Recently, Simply Distribute Charitable Foundation has been a part of developing 
leaders in the Middle East by providing support for faculty training & translating 
educational materials into the various Arabic dialects. 

Leaders are immersed in HAGGAI’s  life-changing, transformational experience.

• Leaders are equipped with tools and techniques to effectively demonstrate 
and present the Gospel by successful and internationally recognized non-
Western faculty.

• Equipping occurs in four locations around the world and in four of the mostly 
commonly spoken languages. The equipping experience is a multi-week 
immersive process.

Over the last three years, Simply Distribute (SD) has focused on 
supporting HAGGAI International through: 

Translation of Educational Materials in Arabic for Staff

Middle Eastern Sponsorships 



Opportunity International designs, delivers, and scales innovative financial 
solutions that help families living in extreme poverty build sustainable livelihoods 
and access quality education for their children. We equip families with the tools and 
training they need to build their businesses, improve their harvests, provide for 
their families, send their children to school, and break the cycle of poverty.

By providing financial solutions and training, they empower people living in 
poverty to transform their lives, their children’s futures and their communities.

EDUCATIONAL FINANCE

AGRICULTURE FINANCE

MICRO BANKING

INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS

FOUR AREAS OF FOCUS



Over the last three years, Simply Distribute (SD) has focused on 
supporting Opportunity International through: 

After 50 years of conflict, an estimated 7 million Colombians have been displaced 
and thousands of ex-combatants are reintegrating into society as civilians. 
Securing good economics and educational opportunities for all is critical for 
helping build sustainable communities and lift some of the most vulnerable 
families out of poverty.

Opportunity in Columbia 

The Democratic Republic of the 
Congo (DR Congo) is one of the 
most populous countries in Africa, 
and one of its poorest. Nearly three 
out of four people live on less than 
$1.90 per day, representing one of 
the largest populations in the world 
living in extreme poverty. Women 
and girls especially face systemic 
discrimination and ostracism. 
Through SD’s support, Opportunity 
helped DR Congo communities and 
families improve farming techniques, 

Opportunity in Democratic Republic of the Congo

SD has supported Opportunity’s Education Finance Initiative in Pakistan. This 
program provides a clear dual benefit: jobs are created for a broad spectrum 
of people, including school proprietors, teachers, construction workers, 
maintenance crew, cooking staff, bus drivers, etc. Secondly, it provides quality 
education for some of the poorest children in the world- those who can’t afford 
private education designed for the affluent; are not being educated at the 
dysfunctional public schools, with 75 kids in a class and where teachers show 
up only half the time; and must walk up to 2 hours a day to get to the nearest 
school. 

Pakistan Educational Finance Initiative 

create jobs through new businesses via micro-loans, and investing in the next 
generation through EduFinance. EduFinance is a program based around education 
quality services for children and families.



Helping to provide media tools, training, strategies and resources for abundant 
follow through evangelism in every needed language.

Year Founded: 1979

Ministry Presence: JESUS Film has been seen in every country in the world and 

translated into hundreds of languages.



Over the last three years, Simply Distribute (SD) has focused on 
supporting Cru: 

This small country has been flooded with over 1.4 million refugees from Syria and 
Iraq. Approximately 20% live in camps; the rest are scattered about the country. 
The Cru staff in Jordan has a unique opportunity to bring hope in the midst of 
hopelessness for refugees which include orphans, women, and entire families. 
Through SD’s support, CRU is able to support refugees through humanitarian 
aid, food distribution, health care, and literature distribution. 

Extending Hope to the Hopeless in Jordan

The ‘Why Not Project’ is used to reach out to over 6 million Egyptian students 
through social media, namely Facebook. The Facebook page is in Egyptian Arabic, 
and with over 15,200 followers this page is able to spread the gospel through 
short films and clips from CRU’s Jesus Film Initiative. 

‘Why Not Campaign’ in Egypt

Turkey has been identified as having one of the smallest number of churches 
considering its population (80 million people). Presently there are only about 
6,000 national believers. Turkey is 99 percent Muslim, so broadcasting JESUS 
presents a rare opportunity to reach them for Christ. However, four television 
stations, broadcasting via satellite and reaching about 60 million viewers, have 
expressed a willingness to air the JESUS film on three separate dates, one of 
which is during the Christmas season. Afterward, viewers can choose to visit a 
website where volunteers will follow up with them, share the gospel, and begin 
discipling those who choose to accept Jesus as Savior.

Turkish Satellite Television Broadcast



From the simplicity of the Giving Fund to the multiplying power of Asset-Based 
Giving, National Christian Foundation’s creative solutions help givers experience 

less paperwork, fewer taxes, more joy, and more impact for the charities they 
really care about. At NCF, they serve professional advisors, ministries and 

churches in exciting ways. The result? Since 1982, more than $6 billion in grants 
has been sent to over 40,000 charities.

Through NCF, Simply Distribute has donated to two charitable 
organizations.

Crown Financial Ministries and Foundations for Farming have combined forces 
with their proven methodologies to serve those dependent upon the land by 
empowering the people to be the best farmers in the world, to learn to operate 
as a God designed family and to faithfully steward their local resources.

We train farmers to steward both their land and the harvest from the land. We 
do this by teaching agricultural skills which bring about a substantial increase 
in crop yields and by financial training to manage the increase in resources. We 
also include a training component by Family Impact to strengthen the family 
unit. All three components are vital to bringing an end to hunger, dependency 
and poverty.



Since 2011, the Bridge2Rwanda Scholars Program has helped over 100 African 
students earn more than $22 million in scholarships. Their mission, however, 
goes beyond earning international scholarships. We are committed to building 
a fellowship of globally educated professionals working in Africa, prepared for 
extraordinary lives as entrepreneurs and servant leaders. 

The 4th class of 32 B2R Scholars earned 
over $9 million in scholarship funding to top 
universities around the world. About 25% of 
this year’s Scholars were awarded admission 
to Ivy League universities. This brings us to a 
total of approximately 100 students who have 
earned over $22 million in scholarship funding 
since the program began in 2011.

The 5th class of B2R Scholars was 
selected and launched with 42 
students- the largest class yet.

The new B2R Scholars class 
includes students from 
historically conflict-torn 
countries in Africa, including: 
Rwanda, South Sudan, Burundi, 
Democratic Republic of Congo, 
and Liberia. 

Other Organizations that Simply Distribute Supports



making a difference.


